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Abstract 
Thermal energy exchange induces non-uniform temperature distribution on the concrete bridge 
structures, leading to variation of static and dynamic properties of structural systems. The finite 
element method can facilitate thermal simulation and predict the structural temperature 
distribution based on heat flow theories. Previous studies mainly focused on the daytime with 
sunny weather, and the effects of solar shadow distribution were not fully considered or even 
ignored. In this paper, a systematic all-weather thermal simulation method was proposed to 
investigate the temperature distributions of concrete maglev bridges. The solar shadow 
distribution on the bridge surface could be accurately simulated to determine the solar radiation-
imposed range. A meteorological station and some thermocouples were installed on a real 
concrete maglev bridge to obtain the real-time structural temperatures and environmental 
conditions. Results show that the simulated structural temperature matches the measured results 
under various weather conditions. Moreover, the simulation method acquired a higher accuracy 
under overcast or rainy weather due to weaker solar radiation effects. The proposed methodology 
for temperature field simulation is oriented by all-weather prediction of structural temperature, 
which is reliable for concrete bridge structures with the help of accurate measurement of real-
time solar radiation. 
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